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Bjarke Ingels Group Architects (BIG)  |  Vink A/S

Sequana Architecture Robert De Busni  |   
Tim Composites

Ertem Ertunga  |  Metal Ve Yapi

Cico & Roger Taillibert  |  Arabian Profile Company Limited

MZ&Partners  |  ALUTECUN Studio Ben van Berkel  |  Corus Alumawall Inc. & Roebbelen Contractors

Gisel & Partner AG  |  Unibau

GDM/HGA Architects  |   
John McDougall Company

Robert Mathew John Marshall  |   
Arabian Profile Company Limited

Barlow Eddy Jenkins, PA  |   
NOW Specialites, Inc.

JAKOB + MACFARLANE architects  |  Photo copyright Nicolas Borel  |  Acodi

Ahmet Ozbal  |  Metal Ve Yapi
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Alcoa Architectural Products

1 rue du Ballon
68500 Merxheim, France 

Tel. +33 (0) 3 89 74 47 63
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Reynobond.Service@alcoa.com 
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You can also order these colour charts from us: • STANDARD • DESIGN Wood Design
• EFFECTS • METALS GB

Dedicated to your Success

Our philosophy is simple: By developing outstanding, innovative 
products we focus on the needs and demands of our customers 
and thus fulfill not only their desires in terms of creativity, durability 
and conservation, but also open new doors onto ever-changing 
perspectives.

About Reynobond® Architecture and Reynolux® Building

Alcoa Architectural Products in Merxheim/France is a subsidiary 
of Alcoa, the worldwide leader in the manufacture of primary 
aluminium and aluminium products. Together with Reynobond® 
Architecture, the company has long been a successful global 
player in the composite panel market.

As part of the Alcoa Group, Reynobond® Architecture and 
Reynolux® Building offer you the security of a global company, 
but at the same time the personal service of a regional, mid-sized 
company – on an international scale. At present we provide cus-
tomer services in almost any European language from our base in 
Merxheim – to us, proximity to our customers means communica-
ting in their language.

Our Service – from Consultation to Construction

When we say service, we are talking mainly of staff commitment.  
This is something you’ll soon learn when working with us, especially 
when it comes to your particular needs. Our technical service and 
sales department will provide you with expert advice and will help 
make the unusual possible.

Owing to our continuous improvement process, we are able to 
guarantee exceptionally short lead times, not only for standard 
concepts, but also complex, individual designs. Whether in small 
quantities or special colours – you can always rely on us. To us, 
only one thing is important: your needs. That’s what our staff are 
there for. If need be, around the clock.

Certifications and Guarantees

DURAGLOSS® surfaces carry a guarantee of up to 20 years. In 
all the countries we supply, we are certified to ISO and ECCA 
(European Coil Coating Association) standards. Our manufactu-
ring plant is certified to ISO 9001 Version 2000 and ISO 14001.

Delivery dates and minimum orders subject to agreement.



Aciero Corten – D 8124 M

Light Oyster Travertine – D 1109 S Apollo Stone – D 1119 SRiyadh Stone – D 1110 M

Mineral Grey – D 9123 MRZinc Patina – D 9120 M Mineral Antra Metalica – D 9124 MRCopper Patina – D 6108 M Mineral Red – D 3105 MRRust Patina – D 2101 M

Stainless Look – H 9108 S Gold Look – H 1106 SWhite Granite – D 9121 B Rose Granite – D 1122 B

Black Granite – D 9122 B Terra Cream – D 1112 MR Copper Look – H 8101 SBlue-Grey Granite – D 5107 B

Terra di Tosca – D 1120 MR Terra Cotta Mineral – D 3104 MR Terra di Siena – D 8111 MR

The colours shown here are just some of the many options we have to offer.

We can also gladly produce individual colours upon request to match your 
specifications.

Due to the printing process, the colours depicted here may deviate from the 
actual colours available.

Reynobond® and Reynolux® can be combined in your projects without any colour 
deviation.

All information was correct at the time of publication. The company reserves the  
right to make changes and additions. We accept no liability for typographical errors.

Please refer to the delivery programm for further information on standard colours, 
gloss levels, minimum orders and delivery times.

More Inspiration

Natural surfaces are right on trend and lend a building an individu-
al air. Reynobond® and Reynolux® surfaces are inspired by nature, 
and can give your projects that special touch while offering all the  
familiar benefits of Reynobond® aluminium composite panels and 
Reynolux® aluminium sheeting. With a number of attractive surfaces 
they offer a whole range of designs to give you unlimited scope.

Our innovative surfaces are forever setting new market standards –  
take, for example, our “Effects”, “Wood Design” or our extensive 
range of metallic designs. All colours on the RAL colour chart are 
of course available. And what’s more: To achieve a harmonised 
look, we can also lacquer the screws and rivets in your chosen 
surface colour.

More Protection

All Reynobond® and Reynolux® designs are coated with 
DURAGLOSS® and adapted to the relevant requirements, 
including special solutions for specific additional uses.

• Anti-graffiti: Innovative protection against the most well-known 
spray paints, which also facilitates easy removal of graffiti.

• Scratch-resistant: This 3-layer coating guarantees that the 
surface is particularly immune to scratches and also enhances 
resistance to wear and tear.

• Easy-clean: The enhanced hydrophilic effect of this coating 
offers ideal protection against environmental conditions and  
UV rays. As a result, the surface is much less susceptible to 
dirt, which can be easily removed with water and detergent.

More System

We not only provide you with the most innovative and creative 
range of aluminium composite panels. Our Reynolux® range 
also offers you stove-enameled aluminium sheeting, which is 
lighter than other materials but still weatherproof and dimensi-
onally stable. The combination of Reynobond® and Reynolux® 
gives your projects a completely new dimension, since the two 
products complement each other perfectly. Manufactured at the 
same coil-coating plant, their colours are always certain to be 
identical. Hence you can clad a facade with harmonious designs 
but different materials, thereby gaining benefits in terms of both 
design and cost.

Naturally we have all the necessary assembly systems to hand for 
your particular facade.

Choose from four Coating Systems

You can choose between four coating systems with Reynobond® 
and Reynolux®:

• DURAGLOSS® was developed by us as a high-performance 
coating based on polymer resin. It offers serious resistance 
to wear and tear, salt, moisture, and UV rays. DURAGLOSS® 
comes in gloss levels of 3 % to 80 % (by comparison: only 20 % 
to 30 % with PVDF). Many of the colours are also available with 
surfaces in a powder-coated look. Your technical advisor can 
help you with questions on which gloss levels can be used with 
certain colours.

• PVDF 70/30 coating: This coating is considered the standard 
for high-performance coatings in the construction industry, 
mainly on account of its durability. It is ideally suited to aggres-
sive environments and extreme climatic conditions.

• Polyamide coating: All the benefits of polyester plus outstanding 
scratch resistance.

• Polyester coating: This coating is very flexible and highly resistant 
to weather conditions. An extensive range of colours is available.


